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The remarkable story of the Algebra Project, a community-based effort to develop math-

science literacy in disadvantaged schools—as told by the program’s founder “Bob Moses was a

hero of mine. His quiet confidence helped shape the civil rights movement, and he inspired

generations of young people looking to make a difference”—Barack ObamaAt a time when

popular solutions to the educational plight of poor children of color are imposed from the

outside—national standards, high-stakes tests, charismatic individual saviors—the acclaimed

Algebra Project and its founder, Robert Moses, offer a vision of school reform based in the

power of communities. Begun in 1982, the Algebra Project is transforming math education in

twenty-five cities. Founded on the belief that math-science literacy is a prerequisite for full

citizenship in society, the Project works with entire communities—parents, teachers, and

especially students—to create a culture of literacy around algebra, a crucial stepping-stone to

college math and opportunity.Telling the story of this remarkable program, Robert Moses draws

on lessons from the 1960s Southern voter registration he famously helped organize: “Everyone

said sharecroppers didn't want to vote. It wasn't until we got them demanding to vote that we

got attention. Today, when kids are falling wholesale through the cracks, people say they don't

want to learn. We have to get the kids themselves to demand what everyone says they don't

want.”We see the Algebra Project organizing community by community. Older kids serve as

coaches for younger students and build a self-sustained tradition of leadership. Teachers use

innovative techniques. And we see the remarkable success stories of schools like the

predominately poor Hart School in Bessemer, Alabama, which outscored the city's middle-

class flagship school in just three years.Radical Equations provides a model for anyone looking

for a community-based solution to the problems of our disadvantaged schools.
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Eric A. Jewett, “Math AND History. This presents a reflection on two transformations, decades

apart, meant to lift Black people to their potential. Voter registration was a dangerous

undertaking and "outside agitators" encouraging it risked life and limb.The Algebra Project is

encouraging a much younger transformation: develop the abstract thinking skills necessary for

mathematics to open further opportunities.Just the facts could be dry on their own but the

impact of those facts and the fires lit carry the day.Splitting the full theory and pedagogy

development of one of the exercises to an appendix was a smart move. In the main text, we

could gloss over the details to absorb as the kids did. The appendix shows the full rigor.This

may not have been on your radar but as a history past and in the making, it is worth the trip.”

Lisa, “A new way of looking at a big problem. I love this book! So many of the reviews already

written sum up the basic narrative so I'll be brief on that. Drawing from their experiences

helping cause change during the civil rights movement the authors define literacy as a

gatekeeper course between becoming a sharecropper of the future or getting a better job.

They pull into their discussion actual examples of building a ground roots efforts both during

the civil rights conflicts and with their algebra project. They don't make success sound easy

but do actively pull youths into their movements - empoyering them and giving them the

message that they can do better.The day to day details on building a groundswell movements

were helpful - and something I hadn't read before, especially in an education context. They

give actual examples - at the end of the book - on how they simplify math teaching (by



breaking down wording that isn't natural, such as symbol based, and interpretting it in more

natural language so the children can see the problem differently then pick up the

symbols).Most of the education related books I've read aren't as original or interesting as this

one.  I keep recommending it and will use what I learned going forward.”

Lee, “Algebra In Elementary School. The late Bob Moses has done so much for the African

American community in Mississippi (MS). He saw a problem with the suppression of the black

vote in MS and risked his life to resolve it. As an educator, he saw the need of having Algebra

taught at the middle school level in American public schools. He wanted to give students an

opportunity to be better prepared for the STEM (Science/Technology/Engineering/Math)

training that is available at higher learning (High School/College). His book is about how he

went about achieving this goal.”

@andrear, “MUST READ!. Must READ. Watch HIdden Figures, read this book. I recommend

it for parents who want to encourage children in STEM. My mother gave it to me... and I ended

up with a PhD in Math!!!”

Auren Hoffman, “Good argument that math literacy is the next civil right. This is a very good

book on how math literacy is the next civil right. The book discusses the Algebra Project, an

organization founded by 1960's civil rights leader Bob Moses, to teach algebra to kids in inner-

cities and rural communities.The beginning of the book reads like Moses' autobiography about

his years organizing in Mississippi. He then discusses how groups like the Jews, Koreans, and

Chinese relied on math as the basis for their upward mobility. Moses' theory is that as the world

becomes more and more focused on technology and innovation, math will have an even

greater importance.Summation: Read this book -- it is very eye-opening.”

MACUB, “civil rights with product writeup censuring.... delivery was speedy, thank you...The

book is phenomenal... more persons shoulddigest without big brother censorship.”

Lilian, “Great book. Great book”

The book by Robert Parris Moses has a rating of 5 out of 4.7. 164 people have provided

feedback.
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